
 

MCQP's Halloween party to take place at TAU Nightclub
and Crew Bar

The TAU Nightclub and Crew Bar in Cape Town will be draped in all things ghoulish and ghostly when it co-hosts the Mother
City Queer Project's (MCQP) Halloween party on 26 October 2018. MCQP will also use the party as an opportunity to
announce the theme for its annual December 2018 event.

“Want to know what rises from the grave over Halloween?” enthuses MCQP
director Ian McMahon. “Ghosts, goblins, monsters, zombies, and all things
creepy and scary will be summoned to our playground, with grisly rooms and
floors only the bravest will dare explore.”

McMahon says that TAU and Crew Bar will be completely transformed and
almost unrecognisable with amazing decor, outstanding costumes, a dungeon
or rooms leading into one more scary than the other, and even some free
lessons in casting spells and flying brooms.

Candice Heyns, MCQP’s project manager, adds: “With TAU and Crew Bar co-
hosting the events, those attending can be prepared to be blown away with
three-floor levels, a total of seven bars, a basement dungeon room full of
frightfully naughties and oh, so much more. Capetonians - prepare for the
biggest Halloween party of the year at two of your favourite venues.”

She adds that the DJ lineup will include top names in the industry such as
Shoemaker, Blaine Dodds, The Fogshow, Chad, Funky G, Beatarmy, and

Heyns herself - a world-renowned DJ in her own right.
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So where should you be during Pumpkin Hour for the announcement of the end-of-year MCQP theme and undisclosed
venue? “Whether you’re in TAU or Crew, you won’t miss out, thanks to massive screens and outstanding sound equipment
in both venues. The most grotesque creature of them all will rise from the underworld to make the announcement that
everyone is waiting for - the annual party highlight of the year on everyone’s calendar.”

(Super)naturally, wearing a costume to MCQP: Presents Halloween is mandatory for the fang-tastic event of haunting
howling fun.

Concludes McMahon: “Ghouls just wanna have fun and witches will wear their disguises. But what inner dark force are you
hiding inside that you will reveal at this macabre event? Who knows, you might be crowned as the grim king or queen of the
night if you impressively scare other creatures enough.”

Tickets are available at R120 per creature. Tickets are on sale now at www.quicket.co.za.
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